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Propositions belonging to Zhongxtao \Øang, IYorld uiews and
rnilitary policies in tbe Earþ Rtrnaru and lYestem Han eøpiret
1. Unlike the Latin expression orbis tenørum ('the whole wodd),
the Chinese phrase tianxiaTlÍ ('all under Heaven) is often used
to refer to a limited and well-defined part of the wodd (chapters
1 and2, this thesis).
2. Wlth the exception of Emperor Gao, no emperor of the Qin
or Hân dynasty is knov¡n to have led the atmy'n person (chapter
6, this thesis).
3. Mommsen's theory of 'defensive imperialìsm'u/orks far better
fot the expansionist policies of Emperor !7u and his successors
than it does for Roman territodal expansion during the Republic
(chapter 4, this thesis).
4. It is misleading to üanslate the Chinese exptession ft fij
(changchenþ as 'the Great \il/all' (chaptet 4, this thesis).
5. The debate between those seeing the Roman empire of the
Frrst two centuries AD as fundamentally aggressive and those
emphasizing the reactive nature of Roman military policies
during this period is largely meaningless. It is more correct to say
that Rome's miJitary superiority during most of the fìrst and
second centuries AD made it possible fot Roman emperors to
choose from a vatiety of options (chapter 4, this thesis).
6. The Roman conquest, frst of Italy and then of the entire
Meditertanean wotld, btought malor rnaterial benefits to very
large numbers of non-elite Roman citizens, but also resulted in
much highet levels of economic inequality within the citizen
body.
7. The eady-imperial practice of exiling those guilty of certain
crimes to places in the petþheral parts of the empire
demonsftâtes the existence of a connection between imperial
power in a geographical sense and political power ovet human
bodies and human movements.
8. The pdncipal cause of the Social ìØat was the ltalians' pursuit
of equal political status rather than their desire to end Roman
domination in peninsular Italy.
9. Stories about elite Romans of the Eady ot Middle Republic
wotking tiny plots of land and living very simple lives are to be
understood as expressions of the ideology of the elite of a
militatist state.
10. The surviving sources does not suppott the theory that the
atle høangdi C ffi, which was adopted by the fust emperor,
"trgr"uh meânt 'shining god'. Unlike vârious Roman emperorsof the Principate, no emperor of the Qin or \üØestetn Han
dynasty is known to have presented himself as a divine being.
(Contra Nishifima Sado, Taipei 1983,23-24).
11. If one is concerned too much with tdvial differences existing
between sociedes, the foundation for compatative tesearch will
collapse.
1,2. The making of a good and well-prepared plan is superior to
the sheer putsuit of productive work.
